We are pleased to announce the forthcoming publication of

VOLUME 5

THE NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS
IN THE HOLY LAND
an update volume to the four-volume set
an essential reference tool for archaeologists, historians, Bible scholars and students

Lod: mosaic floor, Late Roman period

Since the publication of the four volumes of the New
Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the
Holy Land (NEAEH ) in 1993, archaeological excavations
have continued at a staggering pace. The present fifth
volume satisfies the need that has arisen for updates
summarizing the many subsequent archaeological
investigations conducted in the Holy Land.
Volume Five, a joint endeavor of the Israel Exploration
Society, Jerusalem, and the Biblical Archaeology Society,
Washington DC, updates the NEAEH with the following
types of entries:

Bethsaida: decorated stela from high
place in the city gate

• new entries for sites or topics
not appearing in volumes 1–4
• updated entries for many
of the sites that appeared in
volumes 1–4
• bibliographic updates for the
remaining entries in volumes
1–4

Dan: Aramaic inscription mentioning the House of David

Hazor: bronze statue of Canaanite
ruler

Horvat Sumaqa: oil lamp decorated
with menorah

Khirbet Beit Sila: ambo in the
church

Topics covered in the site entries include: Site identification and history, biblical and
extra-biblical references, excavation history, excavation results, stratigraphy and
chronology, architecture, artifacts, inscriptions, conclusions and bibliography.
• Covers over 250 archaeological sites in Israel and
Jordan, including expanded entries covering Caesarea,
Eilat Region, Jerusalem, Marine archaeology and
Tiberias
• Over 1,000 black and white photographs and line
drawings and 32 color plates
• Written by over 160 archaeologists
• List of entry authors with email addresses
• Covers all periods of human history in the Holy Land,
from the Stone Age to modern times
• Extensive, comprehensive, updated bibliographies

Jerusalem: Pool of Siloam

Sepphoris:
menorah and
other Jewish
symbols from
synagogue
mosaic

• Comprehensive indices of
personal and place names for
volumes 1–5
• Revised chronological
tables
• Table of chronological
periods occurring at each site

Editor: Prof. Ephraim Stern
Associate editors: Hillel Geva, Alan Paris
Editorial director: Joseph Aviram
Editorial advisors: Hershel Shanks, Suzanne F. Singer

• List of map references for
all of the sites in volume 5
• Expanded terminological
glossary
• Map showing the location
of all sites with entries in
volumes 1–5

Sha`ar ha-Golan: female
figurine

Editorial board:
Prof. Dan Bahat, University of Toronto
Dr. Uzi Dahari, Israel Antiquities Authority
Prof. Gideon Foerster, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Prof. Avi Gopher, Tel Aviv University
Dr. Rafi Greenberg, Tel Aviv University
Prof. Eliezer Oren, Ben-Gurion University
Prof. Ronny Reich, Haifa University
Prof. Myriam Rosen-Ayalon, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Sepphoris: synagogue mosaic
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Volume 5: The New Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land
(will appear March 2008)
The original four volume New
Hard cover, 600 pages, 31 × 23.5 cm., ISBN 978-965-221-068-5
Encyclopedia set, jointly published
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